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 Port scanner attackers are typically used to identify weak points or 

vulnerabilities in an organization's network. When attackers send a detective 

message to a port number, the response tells them whether the port is open 

and assists them in identifying potential vulnerabilities. However, machine-

learning approaches are the most effective techniques for detecting and 

identifying port scanner attacks. This attack is regarded as one of the most 

dangerous internet threats. This research aims to strengthen the detection 

accuracy and reduce the detection time. Tagged network traffic data sets are 

used to train the classification machine learning techniques. On the other 

hand, network traffic analysis is used by unsupervised method to detect 

attacks. This study modifies the decision table and OneR classification 

algorithms as a supervised technique for portscan detection. The proposed 

algorithm uses the CICIDS2017 dataset for both training and testing. The 

proposed hybrid feature selection methods use and apply multiple training and 

testing through a sequence of experiments, the proposed method is capable of 

detecting the portscan attack with 99.8% accuracy, which is competitive in 

addition to the proposed combination's fast response. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Cyber security can be defined as the safeguarding, resisting, and releasing of all resources that consume 

the target machine's power. Cyber-attacks are malicious attempts to destroy and infiltrate organizational or 

personal secret data [1], [2]. This attack cripples the targeted machines function by overloading their resources 

and let them out of service. One method used by attackers to accomplish this is to flood the network with bogus 

requests. Scanning attacks are carried out using the communication protocols such as user datagram protocol 

(UDP), transmission control protocol (TCP), internet control message protocol (ICMP), stream control 

transmission protocol (SCTP), and file transfer protocol (FTP), among others. Attackers use faults in these 

protocols to learn about endpoint issues. To determine which ports are attractive to vulnerabilities, port scanners 

often send large packets with a specific set of flags to a large number of ports on the victim machine. Basic 

threshold approaches, such as the secondary heuristic analysis for defensive online warfare (SHADOW) IDS, can 

identify such scans [3]. 

Data mining has been used to create advanced intrusion detection systems since the 1990s. In general, 

both data mining and machine learning techniques are usually implemented in the next four processes 

Preprocessing, mining, transformation, and interpretation) which are the main steps in the learning process [4], 

[5]. These three crucial procedures are the most difficult of all the methods for detecting intrusions via data mining.  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Machine learning-based portscan recognition algorithms in use. Supervised machine learning (SML) 

techniques that construct the detection model from generated and labeled network traffic datasets. The 

supervised approaches must cope with two major issues. To begin, creating labeled datasets of network traffic 

takes a significant amount of time and computational capacity. SML approaches cannot anticipate novel 

activities that are both safe and dangerous without regular model upgrades. Semi-supervised ML classifiers 

perform poorly when there is a high volume of anomalous data flow of any network under consideration. In 

contrast to the first category, the second category does not require a labeled dataset to create the detection 

process. The fundamental issue with unsupervised approaches is that they produce a large number of false 

positives (FP). The multidimensionality challenge complexity [6] makes it not easy for supervised approaches 

to find portscan accurately [7]. SML ideas use supervised techniques since they can work on labeled class 

datasets. Machine learning is one of the most important approaches available today for employing a soft 

computing approach to identify optimal solutions to a wide range of real-world problems. Cyber security is no 

exception, and academics are using a number of machine learning-based techniques to solve the challenges of 

cyber threats and develop intrusion detection solutions.  

In briefly, there are two main types of machine learning: supervised and unsupervised learnings. 

Supervised machine learning algorithms are used when there is labeled data target values used to find responses 

for the new data with unknown output. two main components of supervised learning are classification/ 

prediction and optimization. The first is categorization which is used for discrete output and the second is the 

forecast which is used for continuous output. The latter category includes machine learning algorithms that 

lead to evolutionary computing for final outputs or other supporting solutions like feature selection [8]. 

Several approaches for detecting portscan attacks have been proposed, including [9]–[11]. Machine 

learning techniques are the ones that the most published papers that forming a research trend in the current days. 

Table 1 gives a quick overview of some current portscan detection research and developments. 
 

 

Table 1. Recent related works 
No Authors Results Discussion 

1 [12] Network administrators are increasingly in need of information that will assist them in detecting future assaults. 

In this work, the authors employed logistic regression to detect Port Scan assaults and used data balancing 

strategies to achieve better results. 

2 [13] This study proposes a novel comprehensive discovery scheme for identifying port scan attacks that compares 

five supervised machine learning classifiers: LogisticRegression, DecisionTrees, linear/quadratic discriminant, 

NaiveBayes, and Ensemble BoostedTrees. The authors studied the detection accuracy of various techniques for port 

scanning attacks using a current dataset (PSA-2017). 

3 [14] The goal of this research is to identify and stop DDoS attacks. For the purpose of detecting DDoS attacks, a 

variety of data mining techniques, including Jrip, J48, and k-NN, have been used. For each method, a thorough 

evaluation of its performance in this area is conducted before implementation. Utilizing the most recent dataset 

CICIDS2017, the provided work has been assessed. 

4 [15] This study suggests using a photonic neuromorphic lookaside accelerator to perform real-time traffic inspection. 

This will allow us to identify port-scanning attacks, which are a sign of DDoS attacks. 

5 [16] In this research, A deep learning (DL) based model trained on CICIDS2017 dataset employing a convolutional 

neural network (CNN) to classify Port scan attempts. 

For selecting the best features, DL models have been combined with feature selection methods including recursive 

feature elimination (RFE) and Fisher score. To investigate the impact of dimensionality reduction, experiments are 

conducted with various values for the ideal number of features. 

6 [17] Introduced a detection solution for internet of thing (IoT) device scanning and reconnaissance attacks in this 

paper that is based on deep neural networks. The suggested approach was put into use and demonstrated 

extremely high accuracy, topping 98%. Additionally, experiments revealed a 1.9% false-positive rate and a false-

negative rate less than 0.02%. 

7 [18] This paper proposes a network traffic flow-based approach for mobile malware detection in which each HTTP 

flow is treated as a document and HTTP flow requests are analyzed using natural language processing string 

analysis. The N-Gram line generation, feature selection approach, and SVM algorithm are used to develop an 

effective malware detection model. 

8 [19] The features of Packet-In messages transmitted from the OpenFlow (OF) switch to the controller are taken into 

account when a port scan detection approach is proposed in this paper. In comparison to traditional polling 

methods, this enables rapid detection and with minimal overhead. Real and simulated traffic data were used in 

the evaluation. The suggested method can detect port scans with less overhead than the current methods, 

according to the results. 

9 [20] The authors demonstrate how to detect distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks using the entropy value of 

the destination IP address. The proposed solution is implemented using the OpenFlow protocol's (OFP) flexibility 

and an OpenFlow controller (POX). 

# Our 

Proposed 

1- CICIDS2017 dataset for training and testing. 

2- Hybrid feature selection approaches proposed 

3- Create a suitable model using the decision table and OneR algorithms. 

4- Evaluation. 
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One of the most popular cyber-attacks is the port scanning attack in which an attacker sends inspection 

packets with different port numbers to scan available server to find open ports on a network. As a result, 

numerous detection/prevention strategies have been developed to counteract such cyber-attacks. So, the 

fundamental purpose of this work is to find an appropriate strategy for detecting portscan assaults using SML 

and a worldwide attack dataset. In addition to identifying the best influential classifier model for use in 

offensive classification. Some of the advantages of the proposed approach over previous detection systems 

based on SML methods are as follows: 

a) Labelled datasets are required to train detection models using the SML algorithms. 

b) A hybrid feature selection method is proposed that employs both low variance filtering and information 

gain rationing strategies. 

c) The present model can be classified as portscan and regular to aid in their online implementation for 

traffic classification. 

The remaining sections of this work are summarized below. The limits of related efforts in portscan 

attack detection are discussed. Section 2 presents our detection model, which is based on a supervised 

classification method. Following a discussion of the significance of the experiments' results and analysis, the 

report finishes with recommendations for out several.  

 

 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 
Description of the used dataset is done at the beginning. Figure 1 shows the main processes of the 

proposed system. The proposed system exposes a new technique for intrusion detection of portscan attack 

based on the classification algorithms OneR and decision table. Finally, the findings are examined, 

performance of the proposed algorithms are evaluated. 

 

2.1.  The dataset description 

The CICIDS2017 dataset has been used by so many researchers for analysis and development of novel 

models and algorithms since its inception. The CICIDS2017 dataset was made up of eight different files that 

each contained five days of normal and assault traffic data. Researchers in [21] propose the CICIDS2017 to 

circumvent the lack of IDS datasets that fulfill real-world network traffic characteristics [22]. CICIDS2017 

[23], the largest and most often used dataset [24], is the valid dataset. The dataset consists of 84 features 

represent both regular and malicious traffic as class. The Canadian Institute of Cyber Security's CICIDS2017 

dataset was made up of eight different files covering five days of normal and attack traffic data. 

 

2.2.  The decision table classification algorithm 

Decision table is an ordered set of If-Then rules that has the potential to be more compact and hence 

more intelligible than decision trees and is an accurate method for numeric prediction from decision trees. The 

decision-table-based approach was chosen because it is a simpler, less computationally costly algorithm than 

the decision-tree-based approach [25]. It analyses feature subsets using best-first search and can do cross-

validation. Based on the same set of features, an option determines the class for each instance that is not covered 

by a decision table entry using the nearest-neighbor approach rather than the table's global majority. 

 

2.3.  The OneR classification algorithm  

The OneR based classifier (OneR) is known as the "One Rule" rule learner algorithm. It is a 

straightforward categorization technique that generates a one-level decision tree. From a group of cases, OneR 

may deduce simple and valid classification rules. OneR can also handle missing values and numeric attributes, 

demonstrating flexibility despite its simplicity. For each attribute in the training data, the OneR algorithm 

generates one rule. It chooses the rule with the lowest mistake rate [26]. 

 

2.4.  The techniques of feature selection  

In order for a model to predict the target variable, feature selection methods aim to reduce the number 

of input variables to those that are thought to be most useful. When few features are used, that may lead to poor 

detection accuracy, but when there are many features may result in good detection accuracy at more time 

complexity and more resources overhead. The current research used dual appealing feature selection strategies; 

Figure 1 depicts the primary sketch of the proposed system.  

 

2.4.1. The variance approach 

The variance approach [27] is frequently used because of the nature of the attributes were integers, 

the variance was used to choose the features used in this work. The features with low variance are omitted 

because they are not discriminant features. Each feature variance (V) is calculated using (1). 
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V (σ2) =
∑ (𝑋𝑖−𝜇)2𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑁
 (1) 

 

While N is the whole numbers of the trials. While μ is all values average that are related to the feature. The 

feature values, denoted by Xi, are computed using a group of samples. 

 

2.4.2. The information gain (IGR)  

The researchers frequently utilize the features selection technique to determine the limits of an 

attribute's importance. By deducting the entropy value before separation from the entropy value after 

separation, the IGR [28]value is determined. Depending on this value, properties are either used or removed. 

For categorization, only the attributes that satisfy the weighting criteria will be considered. In this work, the 

information gain is utilized in cooperation with variance to precisely select the important features (2).  

 

𝐼𝐺𝑅(𝑌, 𝐴𝑗) =
𝐻(𝑌)−𝐻(𝑌|𝐴𝑗)

𝐻(𝐴𝑗)
 (2) 

 

Where Y refers to the class and Aj the jth feature. Entropy formula, H (.), is denoted according to (3). 

 

𝐻(𝑋) = − ∑ 𝑝(𝑥𝑖) log 𝑝(𝑥𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1  (3) 

 

For example, taking the input, P(.) is the probability and i is an index of the probabilities. 

 

2.5.  The proposed portscan attack classification 

Decision tables are one of the simplest hypothesis spaces and are usually simple to understand. 

Decision table creates a majority classifier for decision tables. This paper's proposed method employs 

supervised decision table to generate binary classifier incoming packets as either benign or attacks. Using the 

CICIDS2017 dataset as a starting point, we employ the decision table algorithm to detect the port scan attack. 

The proposed strategy comprises using labeled data to train the model and testing it on the same dataset using 

a 75:25 training and testing ratio. Figure 1 depicts the proposed system's block diagram 

The main steps in the proposed method can be listed as follow: 

a) The features selected utilizing hybrid feature selection techniques. The variance approach and information 

gain were utilized in this work to find the ideal set of characteristics. By using variance scores to neglect 

characteristics with low variance values less than 2.9. Furthermore, 13 selected features are produced by 

deleting the minimum the information gain weight features, which are less than 0.6, as demonstrated and 

stated in Table 2. 

b) Create a suitable classifier model using the decision table and OneR algorithms. The suggested technique 

was trained using 75% of the CICIDS2017 dataset, while 25% of the dataset is utilized to assess the 

suggested method.  

c) Make comparison of the proposed models' performance and the choose the best. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The proposed framework 
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Table 2. The scores of features by IGR  
No. FeatureName FeatureScore 

1 TotalLengthofBwdPackets 0.939343 

2 BwdPacketLengthMax 0.939343 

3 BwdPacketLengthMin 0.80995 

4 BwdPacketLengthMean 0.782456 

5 MaxPacketLength 0.782456 

6 PacketLengthMean 0.781841 

7 PSHFlagCount 0.781841 

8 AveragePacketSize 0.778016 

9 AvgBwdSegmentSize 0.77582 

10 SubflowBwdBytes 0.760317 

11 Init_Win_bytes_backward 0.708411 

12 act_data_pkt_fwd 0.706064 

13 min_seg_size_forward 0.706064 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND EVALUATION  

In this experiment, the detection performance of the proposed methods was evaluated. WEKA's 

categorization and feature selection performance as measured by information gain. The accuracy of proposed 

algorithm represents a measure to its ability of detect the attacks. The accuracy of the algorithm can be 

calculated by using (4). 

 

Accuracy 
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
  (4) 

 

The accuracy is used as measure of the proposed system performance. The algorithm's accuracy 

indicates its ability to estimate the traffic based on trained model. In other words, an algorithm's ability to 

precisely classify of the packets traffic into normal and portscan attack. The results of comparing the criteria 

measures of decision table and OneR are shown in Figure 2 and Table 3. As demonstrated in Table 3, the 

results of both algorithms are practically identical because both are capable of classifying traffic as normal or 

portscan attack.  

 

 

Table 3. The results of comparing the criteria measures of both decision table and OneR 
Algorithm Accuracy Recall Precision F-Measure 

Decision table 99.82% 99.70% 99.90% 99.80% 

OneR 99.57% 99.40% 99.60% 99.50% 

 

 
The algorithms with the chosen features produce the best overall classifier performance, according to 

an analysis of the four-performance metrics the two classifiers obtained for the 13 features. The CICIDS2017 

dataset's chosen attributes and use in this work are sufficient for recognizing portscan assaults by DesisionTable 

and OneR algorithms, according to experimental results as shown in Table 3. The proposed DesisionTable is 

better than the OneR algorithm, which achieved 99.60% of accuracy. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The performance of the proposed classifier 
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4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this research, we use SML to identify traffic as normal or malicious. It begins with labeled traffic 

statistics extracted from the dataset. In the proposed framework, hybrid feature selection strategies are provided 

to reduce 84 features to 13 of the features that are used for the final classify of traffic packets. The decision 

table classification method can classify the traffic into normal and portscan attack after the successful training 

the algorithm on a labelled dataset. Both the ML models were trained and tested using the well-known dataset 

"CICIDS2017" which is famous as the current benchmark labelled datasets. As a suggestion the future work, 

its recommended to apply the proposed method in real environment usch software defined networking (SDN) 

or IoT. In addition, training and testing the proposed model on more recent dataset such as CICDDoS2019. 
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